Gin Menu
Gordon's Special Dry Gin 37.5%

£3.00

An absolute classic London dry gin, Gordon's is one of the world’s best selling spirits. Triple-distilled and
flavoured with juniper berries, coriander, angelica, and one other botanical.

Beefeater Pink Gin 37.5%

£3.20

Soft fruit flavours of strawberry tune perfectly with classic notes of juniper and citrus to produce a finely
balanced contemporary London gin with a hit of sweet strawberry.

Tanqueray 43.1%

£3.40

Clear and pungent gin with citrus and juniper aromas. Very flavoursome with a tart cut, snappy spice and
alcoholic heat on the finish to. A superb premium dry gin.

Bombay Sapphire 40.0%

£3.50

Fresh citrus and juniper flavours combine to give Bombay Sapphire a tantalising smooth and complex taste
with an elegant, light spicy finish.

Bloom Gin 40.0%

£3.70

Combining the finest natural botanicals, it quickly grew to become a firm favourite among the new
gin-eration of drinkers, a sophisticated gin renowned for its purer tasting flavour profiles and its iconic bottle.

Hendrick’s 41.1%

£3.80

Handcrafted with traditional botanicals, juniper, coriander and citrus peel and a special infusion of cucumber
and rose petals create a unique flavour.

Boë Violet Gin 41.5%

£4.00

Award winning Scottish Gin infused with violets to create a stylish gin with a light, delicate taste and beautiful
colour and aroma.

Brockman’s Gin 40.0%

£4.00

Fruity nose with hints of cooked fruit, strawberry, damson jam, hints of blossom and almond with a nutty,
fruity palate. Blueberries, juniper and soft aniseed notes.

GIN MEASURES
Please note that our gin selection may change without prior notice and are subject to availability.
All our gins are served in 25ml measures.

Gin Menu – Continued
Malfy Gin Con Limone 41.0%

£4.00

An Italian gin made using a selection of six botanicals, as well as an infusion of Italian coastal lemons,
including some from the Amalfi coast!

Opihr Oriental Spiced Gin 40.0%

£4.00

A very smooth, rounded gin, soft camphor, some sweetness and oriental spices which creates a warm mouth
feel that lingers with a soft cracked black pepper and spice finish.

Whitley Neill Blood Orange Gin 43.0%

£4.00

Inspired by the vibrant flavours of Sicily. Extract of sanguine Sicilian Blood Oranges injects a dynamic Citrus
Burst to the clean gin base. Exceptional quality with a smooth, crisp taste of the Mediterranean sun.

Sing Gin 40.0%

£4.30

Distilled in small batches in Kettlesing near Harrogate, a blend of seven beautiful botanicals harmonise to
create a rare and tantalising freshness with distinct floral undertones.

Warner Edwards Rhubarb Gin 40.0%

£4.50

Inspired by a crop of rhubarb originally grown in Queen Victoria’s own kitchen garden, this vibrant pink gin
has changed the flavoured gin category and ignited the pink gin boom!

Monkey 47 47.0%

£5.00

The zingy citrus is assertive to taste upfront, but gives way to a rich bouquet of flavours including herbal
juniper, juicy lingonberries, sweet liquorice, cardamom and hibiscus-like floral touches.

Fever-Tree Tonics
All our gins are offered with a 200ml bottle of the following Fever-Tree Tonics
Regular India, Refreshingly Light, Mediterranean, Ginger ale

GIN MEASURES
Please note that our gin selection may change without prior notice and are subject to availability.
All our gins are served in 25ml measures.

£2.50

